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AAR and ELA on the Southern Patagonia Icefield, 2000 to 2010

Abstract

Estimations of accumulation area ratio (AAR) and equilibrium line alti-
tude (ELA) were carried out on the Southern Patagonia Icefield. The icefield
lies on the border between Chile and Argentina on the southern tip of South
America. It is the largest mid-latitude ice mass in the world but despite this
fact little research has been conducted in the area. The main reasons for
this are most likely the harsh weather conditions and remoteness of the area.
However, since icefield’s act as a source for fresh water and as an indicator of
climate change more research is crucial. This study focuses on three objec-
tives: to map the snow cover, to estimate AAR and ELA and to discuss their
variations during the period 2000 to 2010. The Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) is particularly useful for studying cloudy areas
because it’s high temporal resolution increase the chances of acquiring cloud-
free images. Satellite images were processed, classified and analyzed. The
classification results yielded large interannual variations but also congruity.
The pattern of the snow cover suggest substantial wind control on snow ac-
cumulation, particularly snow deposition on eastern slopes. No statistically
significant trends of AAR and ELA could be detected, although, a vague de-
crease in AAR and increase in ELA is recognized. Average values of AAR
and ELA estimated over the period yields lower AARs and higher ELAs than
previously suggested. The average AAR is calculated to be 0.66. Average ELA
is estimated to be 970 m.a.s.l. and 1270 m.a.s.l. for the western and eastern
sides, respectively.
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AAR and ELA on the Southern Patagonia Icefield, 2000 to 2010

1 Introduction

The Southern Patagonia Icefield (SPI), locally Hielo Patagonico Sur, is the largest
icefield in the southern hemisphere, excluding those in Antarctica. The icefield is
situated on the border between Chile and Argentina. SPI and the North Patagonia
Icefield (NPI) are remnants of the Patagonian Icefield, which covered parts of the
Patagonian Andes during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), 19,000 - 13,000 cal yr
ago (Hulton et al., 2002).

Understanding the SPI (this also applies to the NPI) is crucial for at least two
reasons. First, SPI’s function as an indicator of a changing climate (Casassa et al.,
2002). Second, the SPI is an important source of fresh water (Warren and Sug-
den, 1993). With the analysis of digital terrain models (DEM) Rignot et al. (2003)
showed that the mean rate of ice thickness during 1995 and 2000 was twice as large
compared to the period 1975 to 2000. But there is little known about the area.

Due to harsh conditions and remote location there are few classical methods that
are appropriate for measuring the glaciological properties of the area. Remote sens-
ing techniques have been proven particularly useful. These are excellent tools for
evaluating the Patagonian Icefields.

To improve the knowledge of the Southern Patagonia Icefield this study aim to
further investigate three issues. First, a documentation of the snow cover on the
Southern Patagonia Icefield from 2000-2010. Second, to perform an estimation of
the accumulation area ratio (AAR) and the equilibrium line altitude (ELA). Finally,
an attempt to evaluate AAR and ELA changes on the Southern Patagonia Icefield
during 2000 to 2010.

1.1 Geographical and Climatological Setting

The Southern Patagonia Icefield stretches for 350 km between 48◦20’ S and 51◦30’
S, covering 13,000 km2 (Aniya et al., 1996) with a maximum width of 90 km (Figure
1). The Icefield consists of 48 major glaciers and at least 100 cirque and valley
glaciers (Aniya et al., 1996). The highest summit within the SPI is the summit of
Cordón Mariano Moreno, 3393 m.a.s.l. whereas outside of SPI Cerro Fitz Roy, 3405
m.a.s.l., reaches the highest altitude in the region (Aniya et al., 1997) (Figure 7a).

In the northern part of the SPI there is a large plateau, intersected by only a few
nunataks, feeding the icefield’s largest glaciers. The southern part of the icefield is
divided by several mountain ranges. However, the glacier ice can escape through
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Figure 1: Overview of the southern tip of South America and DEM of the Southern Patagonia
Icefield. Bathymetry in overview map: Dark = Deeper Sea, Light = Shallower Sea; Land cover in
overview map: Lower altitude = Green, Higher altitude = Brown. DEM color code: Blue = Lower
Altitude, Red = Higher Altitude. The Overview Map (Lat/Lon, WGS84) retrieved from the UNEP
Geo Data Portal database and the SPI DEM (UTM, WGS84) retrieved from the SRTM.

gaps between these mountain ranges (Lliboutry, 1998). At 50◦24’ S (UTM 609000,
442000) there is a constriction in the SPI where fjords from Lago Argentino and the
Pacific Ocean meet (Figure 7a). Below the constriction the icefield is narrower and
has no large ice plateaus as in the northern parts (Figures 1 and 7a). Altitudes of the
icefield plateau range from 800 to 2000 m.a.s.l., with a mean value between 1500 and
2000 m.a.s.l. for the complete icefield (Warren and Sugden, 1993). The nunataks
often reach 2500 m.a.s.l. with a few reaching above 3000 m.a.s.l.. The flow pattern
of the icefield is strongly controlled by topography (Warren and Sugden, 1993) and
the ice flows either towards the west where it calves into the Chilean fjords or into
the large lakes of Argentina in the east (Warren and Aniya, 1999). Westerly winds
dominate the region as the average position of the westerlies lies at 49◦S (Caviedes,
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1990). Together with subantarctic water upwelling at the coast this further cre-
ates a cold, humid climate throughout the year. Western parts of the region are in
contact with the ocean and it is not unusual to have more than 300 rainy days in
a single year (Warren and Sugden, 1993). However, the climatic gradient is steep
from the maritime parts in the west to the eastern parts where the climate becomes
more continental due to rain shadowing from the high Andean peaks. Throughout
the icefield the precipitation was estimated to be 7400 mm year−1 by Warren and
Sugden (1993). Carrasco et al. (2002) estimated the mean annual temperature of
the marginal areas to be 6◦C. The amount of precipitation at or near the SPI is
evenly distributed throughout the year and precipitation as snow or rain is largely
dependent on temperature. Rain falls mostly during southern hemisphere summer
and snow during southern hemisphere winter and autumn. Although, snow and rain
can occur at anytime of the year. In addition, the snow that falls on the icefield is
wet and heavy (Lliboutry, 1998).

By analyzing temperature and precipitation data from southern Argentina Ibarz-
abal y Donangelo et al. (1996) conclude that the climate in the vicinity of SPI
warmed during the last century. Several studies present evidence of high thinning
rates and glacier retreats (Rignot et al., 2003, Aniya et al., 1997). However, since the
mid 1980s precipitation has increased significantly (Carrasco et al., 2002). Carrasco
et al. (2002) propose that the last 20 years of precipitation could result in a regional
glacier advance. Philander (1990) concludes that the SPI is not strongly affected by
the variability associated with the El Niño unlike other parts of South America.

1.2 Previous Work

Two of the earliest expeditions to the area was conducted by F. Reichert in 1914
and also by Alberto de Agostini between 1928 and 1944, who documented 11 treks
with photographs of the surrounding glaciers. The main goals of several of the early
expeditions to the SPI were to cross the icefield following an east-west transect;
the first attempt was made in 1914 but the first successful attempt came as late as
1956 (Lliboutry, 1998). However, long-term scientific research programs on the SPI
started in the early 1980’s.

The first inventory of the complete SPI was conducted by Aniya et al. (1996).
They present data from 48 glaciers of the SPI retrieved from Landsat TM images,
and they propose an average AAR of 0.75 the 14th of January 1986. Aniya et al.

(1997) showed a general retreat for most of the 48 glaciers during a 41-year period
from 1944. However, Pio XI glacier on the western part of SPI advanced. Rivera
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and Casassa (1999) investigated the Pio XI glacier and published data of a 10 km
advance during the period 1975-1995. Notably, on the other side of the SPI the
O’Higgins glacier has retreated significantly (Casassa et al., 1997). The Landsat
mosaic from 1986 used by Aniya et al. (1996) was compared with a mosaic from
2001 by Skvarca and De Angelis (2002) yielding substantial retreat during the pe-
riod. Furthermore, Lopez et al. (2010) measured glacier length fluctuations for SPI,
NPI and the Cordillera Darwin Icefield showing large overall glacial retreats in the
southern South America. De Angelis et al. (2007) mapped for the first time snow
zonations on the SPI using a Landsat 5 TM mosaic image from 12 March 2001 (Day
71). Estimations of ELA yielded values of 1500-1600 m.a.s.l. on the eastern side
and 800-900 m.a.s.l. on the western side while the value of the AAR was estimated
to be 0.74.

The MODIS satellite has not been used extensively for research in South Patag-
onia. However, Lopez et al. (2008) have conducted research using MODIS images
from 2000 - 2006 on the NPI, showing that the differences in snow cover correlates
well with temperature. Furthermore these authors propose that changes in snow
cover on the western part of the NPI differ from those on the eastern side of the
icefield.

All research conducted shows an overall retreat of the SPI and according to Rignot
et al. (2003) the decrease in ice thickness would explain an increase in sea level of
0.105±0.011 mm year−1. Further, glacier ice-loss rates were measured using the
Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) by Chen et al. (2007). Their
data yield a contribution to sea level rise of 0.078±0.031 mm year−1, measured be-
tween April 2002 and December 2006. Despite increased research efforts, several
basic questions on mass-balance and dynamics remain unanswered.

1.3 Snowline, Equilibrium Line and Accumulation Area Ratio

The Equilibrium Line (EL) is the line separating the accumulation area and ablation
area on a glacier. At the EL the accumulation and ablation rates are equal to each
other. In other words the net mass balance equals zero at the EL (Paterson, 1994).
If accumulation increases and/or ablation decreases from one year to another, the
EL will move towards the glacier margin. Likewise the EL will move upwards if the
accumulation decreases and/or ablation increases. By measuring the altitude of the
EL the ELA is determined (Meier and Post, 1962).
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Generalized	  Temperate	  Glacier

Ablation	  AreaAccumulation	  Area

Snow	  I/II Slush Glacier	  Ice Debris	  in	  or	  on	  Ice
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Debris in Glacier Ice
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Glacier	  Ice

Clean Glacier Ice

Figure 2: Generalized temperate glacier showing EL, ELA and the classified glacier facies. Wet
Snow = Dark Blue, Snow = Light Blue, Slush = Grey, Ice = Red, Debris in or on Ice = Yellow.
Modified from Paterson (1994) and Menzies (1995).

Generally snow falls on the glacier during cold months and covers the whole glacier,
although Barcaza et al. (2009) have shown that parts of NPI have year round ab-
lation and it would be reasonable to assume the same for the SPI. During warm
months snow melts and the lower snow boundary, the transient snowline (SL), moves
upwards. When the SL reaches the maximum altitude at the end of the ablation
season it approximates the EL. The close connection between SL and EL has been
described and empirically tested in several studies (Müller, 1961, LaChapelle, 1962,
Østrem, 1975, Chinn, 1995). The best fit between SL and EL is found on temperate
glaciers (LaChapelle, 1962, Østrem, 1975, Paterson, 1994). Based on the study of a
shallow ice-core Aristarain and Delmas (1993) concluded that the SPI is a temper-
ate icefield. This was later confirmed by Shiraiwa et al. (2002) who concluded that
this is true even at its highest saddle at 1750 m.a.s.l by the analysis of an ice core
drilled in the accumulation area of Tyndall glaciers (Figure 1). In this work, images
acquired at the end of the ablation season were used. Therefore, full correspondence
between EL and SL will be assumed, the snowline will be referred to as the EL from
now on and the glacier facies on the SPI are assumed to exclude large superimposed
ice areas and to act as a temperate glacier (Figure 2). The term glacier facies was
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introduced by Benson (1960), based on concepts proposed by Ahlmann (1935). The
concept was later improved by Müller (1961) and Paterson (1994).

By determining the EL it is possible to measure the accumulation and ablation
area. The ratio between the accumulation area and the total glacier area yields a
value normally between 0.5 and 0.8 and is named the accumulation area ratio (AAR)
(Meier and Post, 1962), and is given by:

AAR =
Aac

Aac + Aab
(1)

where Aac is the accumulation area, Aab the ablation area and AAR the accumulation
area ratio. Using remote sensing it is possible to estimate the EL. This was first
performed by Østrem (1975) using satellite images from the ERTS satellite (Landsat
1) of glaciers in Scandinavia and the Canadian Rocky Mountains. By combining
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and Image Processing it is possible to
estimate the EL and AAR and together with a DEM, retrieve the ELA.
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2 Methods

2.1 Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer

To retrieve remotely sensed images from an area often covered by clouds, such as the
Southern Patagonia Icefield, it is important to use a sensor that passes over the area
often. The Terra and Aqua satellites were launched by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) in 1999 and 2002, respectively. They pass over
the entire earth in one day (Masuoka et al., 1998). On board the two satellites is the
Moderate Resolution Image Spectroradiometer (MODIS) in two similar versions. To
be able to achieve a high temporal resolution a tradeoff in spatial resolution have
been made.

MODIS is equipped with a cross-track scanning mirror ranging ±51◦ from nadir
705 km above ground which yields a swath width of 2330 km. The instrument uses
Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) detectors in 36 spectral bands with 250 (bands 1-2),
500 (bands 3-7) and 1000 meter (bands 8-36) spatial resolution (Table 1). The bands
range in wavelength from 0.4 µm to 14.4 µm and have been adjusted so that band
1-7 are similar to the Landsat TM (Roy et al., 2008), although the spatial resolution
is less (Barnes et al., 1998). The similarity is an advantage due to the wide range
of methods available, not the least in the field of ice and snow classification, for the
Landsat TM that can be carefully transformed to work with MODIS. Several spec-
tral bands span the visible and near infrared wavelengths, making the instrument
useful for snow and ice research (Salomonson and Appel, 2004).

2.2 Image Calibration and Retrieval

Satellite images were retrieved from a database, examined thoroughly to only select
the best for further analysis. MODIS images were downloaded from Level 1 and
Atmospheres Archive and Distribution System (LAADS) website. At the website it

Table 1: Presentation of MODIS bands used in this study, their wavelength, spatial resolution,
comparison to Landsat and data product

Band Description Wavelength Resolution Landsat ETM+ MODIS
MODIS central (µm) at nadir (m) analogue (Roy et al., 2008) data product

1 Red 0.620-0.670 250 3 MOD02QKM
2 NIR 0.841-0.867 250 4 MOD02QKM
3 Blue 0.459-0.479 500 1 MOD02HKM
4 Green 0.545-0.565 500 2 MOD02HKM
5 SWIR 1.230-1.250 500 - MOD02HKM
6 SWIR 1.628-1.652 500 5 MOD02HKM
7 SWIR 2.105-2.155 500 7 MOD02HKM

7
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Table 2: Acquired MODIS-images with comments.

Year Day Comment
2000 70 Clouds in the southern part
2000 107 Clear day, clouds in the southern part
2001 70 Clouds in the southern part
2001 71 Clear day, off-nadir
2002 48 Clear day
2003 89 Clear day
2004 70 Clear day
2005 60 Clear day
2006 41 Clear day
2006 79 Clear day, thin clouds in the southern part
2007 65 Clear day, off-nadir
2008 73 Clouds in the southern parts
2009 57 Clear day, some clouds in the southern part
2010 62 Clear day

is possible to preview each dataset for a specific region and time of day, making it
possible to roughly estimate the conditions at the time of acquisition. One dataset
with good conditions, close to or within the second week of March each year, was
desired but not always possible due to clouds covering the SPI. Also affecting the
quality is the icefields position in the swath during image acquisition. This occurs
when the scanning mirror is off-nadir, or close to its highest angle due to the sensors
viewing angle. After reprojection from swath to a grid these distortions still will be
visible. After going through thousands of days, only 100 usable datasets with South
Patagonia in clear conditions were found. These datasets were downloaded and
examined more thoroughly. The datasets consists of three types of MODIS prod-
ucts; MOD02QKM, MOD02HKM, MOD03 (Terra), all retrieved from the Level 1B
data products distributed by LAADS, NASA. MOD02QKM includes the two first
bands in 250 meter resolution and MOD02HKM the five succeeding bands in 500
meter resolution (Table 1). Both products contain calibrated and geolocated radi-
ances. MOD03 is the MODIS Geolocation product and contain geodetic coordinates,
ground elevation, solar and satellite zenith and azimuth angle for each images to be
able to calculate the MODIS reflectance product (Equation 2 and 3). The geoloca-
tion data are retrieved from measured parameters on the spacecraft (Toller et al.,
2009).

By using the scripting language Python 3 a set of four semiautomatic scripts were
created to perform all the necessary image conversions, adjustments and calibra-
tions. The first and second script (Appendix A.2 and A.3) read the MODIS dataset
metadata and reproject it from the downloaded swath image to a UTM grid and
WGS84 datum using the swath2grid software included in the MODIS Reprojection
Tool Swath (MRTSwath Release 2.1). Swath2grid also cuts the image to a more

8
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suitable size containing only the SPI. In addition the two bands with 250 meter spa-
tial resolution, band 1 and 2, were aggregated to 500 meter to fit with the spatial
resolution of bands 2-7. The result is nine different images in the GeoTIFF format
for each dataset, two images with 250 meter spatial resolution and seven images
with 500 meter spatial resolution.

The third and fourth script (Appendix A.4 and A.5) read the metadata and cal-
ibrate the images to display reflectance instead of the digital number (DN). A
method for recovering the reflectance product in MODIS images is presented in the
MODIS Level 1B Product Users Guide (Toller et al., 2009). The data are in DN

format with a single pixel representing the actual measured values scaled to a range
of integers from 0-32767 defined as SI and is given by:

SI =
DN

Rs
+ Ro (2)

where Rs and Ro are parameters read from the metadata, delivered together with
the selected images. Metadata also include a measured calibration data that are
absorbed into a pair of parameters, Cs and Co that are necessary to retrieve the
reflectance product. The data are adjusted using the equation provided in the
MODIS Level 1B Product Users Guide (Toller et al., 2009) and the reflectance
product ρcosΘ is given by:

ρcosΘ = Cs(SI − Co) (3)

The fourth script uses the Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) to adjust the images using
equation 2 and 3. GMT is also used to calculate the Red/NIR ratio, Band1/Band2.
All translations between different formats have been conducted using the Geospatial
Data Abstraction Library (GDAL).

From the 100 images another more careful manual selection was performed. Due
to the high cloudiness in the area only one or two images per year proved to be
appropriate for the classification of the SPI. The MODIS images selected for further
analysis is presented in Table 2.

Topographic correction was not performed during this study. The methods are
complex and time-consuming and were assumed unnecessary as the spectral differ-
ence between categories was found to be large (Figure 3). The differences is even
larger when comparing categories of the accumulation area with categories of the
ablation area, only. The effect of shadows on the classification results decreases as
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spectral separability between categories increases. Furthermore, the low spatial res-
olution of the MODIS sensor, with a single pixel 500x500 meters, implies that each
pixel comprises a large topographic variation. Therefore, when discriminating only
between accumulation and ablation area topographic correction can be disregarded.
Moreover, the large spectral difference of categories classified in this study make it
reasonable to disregard the topographic correction even when analyzing the snow
cover.

2.3 Snow Mask

A mask was created to discriminate the icefield from areas not covered by ice. The
2004 (Day 70) image was selected because of its exceptionally clear conditions with
the SPI in nadir, yielding low image distortions. The differences between snow-
covered and snow-free areas were enhanced using the Normalized Difference Snow
Index (NDSI). The NDSI is given by:

NDSI =
B0.55µm −B1.64µm

B0.55µm + B1.64µm
(4)

where B0.55µm and B1.64µm are the red band and the short wave infrared band
(SWIR), respectively (Table 1). The index uses the contrast between visible wave-
lengths and SWIR (Hall et al., 1995) making it possible to discriminate vegetated
pixels from snow and ice pixels (Williams et al., 1991). Since the chosen images
(Table 2) are mostly cloud free, the discrimination from clouds was not necessary.
Similar to ice and snow, lake and seawater absorbs a large amount of SWIR giving
it high NDSI values. High values of lake and seawater were manually removed from
the mask using the GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP 2.6).

2.4 Classification

A supervised classification method was used in this study. Categories of interest
were chosen, training sets collected and results were computed using a minimum
distance classifier. Categories to be mapped were chosen to correspond to those of
interest in the final results. As the variations are large on SPI the categories were
modified from the three zones (Snow, Slush and Ice zones) used by Williams et al.

(1991) on a outlet glacier of the Vatnajökul icecap, Iceland. Five different categories
were chosen within the accumulation and ablation area. The accumulation area was
divided into three categories, referred to as Snow I, Snow II and Slush. The ab-
lation area was split into two categories: Glacier Ice and Debris in or on Glacier

Ice (Figure 2 and 3). A sixth category named Clouds is also used to discriminate
clouded parts of the ice sheet.

10
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As presented in Figure 2 the categories Snow I and Snow II make up large parts of
the accumulation area. Both types are expected to represent the wet snow facies, as
described by Williams et al. (1991). Although, grain size and water content differ
between Snow I and Snow II, as further discussed in section 4. The third part of
the accumulation area is the Slush category generally occurring down-glacier from
Snow I and Snow II and up-glacier from the ablation area and is assumed to be
soaked with water. The high water content yields a spectral signature between the
ice and snow facies (Figure 3).

The ablation area is divided into two categories, Glacier Ice and Debris in or on

Glacier Ice. The category Glacier Ice is defined to consist of only clean glacier ice.
However, the ice surface is not always clean so the category Debris in or on Glacier

Ice is also used. This category includes areas covered by debris and as the SPI has
volcanic activity in its central parts this category also includes areas covered by ash
erupted from Volcán Lautaro (Figure 7a).

Training sets were carefully selected for all six categories. Only pixels surrounded
by similar pixels were chosen to be sure that homogeneous training sets were used.
After the selection of the training sets a separability analysis was conducted using
both the Jeffries-Matusita (Richards and Jia, 2006) and Transformed Divergence
(Richards and Jia, 2006) methods included in the ENVI software (ITT Visual In-
formation Solutions ENVI 4.7). Possible separability values in these methods are
between 1 and 2 and a value above 1.9 indicate that the training sets have a good
separability. All training sets have separability values >1.98, thus a very good sepa-
rability between the different training sets. The spectral signatures of all categories
were added into a endmember collection that was consistently used during all clas-
sifications (Figure 3).

As the variations are large even in each category and the MODIS images consist
of only a few pixels per image the selection of satisfactory pixels is not very high,
approximately 100 pixels per class. A limited number of training sets makes it un-
necessary to use classification methods that take advantage of the covariance, i.e.
the shape of the plotted training set pixels. This could even lead to poor classifi-
cation results (Richards and Jia, 2006). A method that only uses the training set’s
mean point and does not incorporate the covariance is the Minimum Classifier or
the Minimum Distance to Class Means Classifier. With this classifier the training
sets are only used to calculate the categories mean values. The data were classified
by measuring the euclidian distance from each unknown pixel and then assigning
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Snow	  I

Snow	  II Debris	  in	  or	  on	  Glacier	  Ice
Slush

Glacier	  Ice

Clouds

Figure 3: The endmember collection used in this
study. The six different categories are plotted.

Snow I

Snow II

Debris in or
on Glacier Ice

Glacier Ice

Slush

Figure 4: Two dimensional visualization of the
minimum distance to class mean classifier. Cir-
cles represent the endmember of each category,
crosses represent the pixel to be assigned to one
of the endmembers and euclidian distances rep-
resented by red (short) and blue (long) lines.

Table 3: The Accuracy of the Classifications.

Year Day Overall Accuracy κ-coefficient Acc. and Abl. Accuracy
(%) (0-1) (%)

2000 70 87.5 0.85 98.1
2001 71 44.3 0.31 85.7
2002 48 68.3 0.62 100.0
2003 89 51.8 0.39 87.5
2004 70 81.5 0.77 98.5
2005 60 86.5 0.83 98.1
2006 41 72.5 0.66 100.0
2007 65 97.9 0.97 97.0
2008 73 60.6 0.53 94.2
2009 57 87.5 0.85 90.7
2010 62 96.3 0.95 96.7

the pixel to the category nearest the unknown pixel (Richards and Jia, 2006), this
is shown as a two-dimensional simplification in Figure 4. Classification of images
was performed using the built-in minimum distance algorithm in the ENVI software.

The accuracy of the classification was evaluated by setting up a confusion matrix
and calculating the kappa coefficient (κ). A confusion matrix is a way of comparing
the classification result with the reality, this is performed on each category but also
summed up as an overall accuracy. It is a measure of the accuracy of the total
classification and is calculated by summing the number of pixels classified correctly
and dividing by the total number of pixels, presented as percentages. The kappa
coefficient is another accuracy measurement: the value can range from 0 - 1. Values
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above 0.6 is often interpreted as a good agreement between true pixels and classified
pixels. Approximately 10 ground truth points per class in each image were carefully
selected and the overall accuracy values are presented in Table 3. If categories within
the accumulation or ablation area are classified badly it will not affect the AAR or
ELA values. Thus the accuracy between the accumulation and ablation pixels is
also presented (Figure 3).

2.5 Meteorological Data

!""""" #"""""

$%
""

""
"

$$
""

""
"

$&
""

""
"

Figure 5: The area of ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis
data that is used in this study. Coordinate system is
UTM zone 18.

Climate data used in this study
were obtained from the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) data server.
The dataset is the ERA-Interim Re-
Analysis archive that is a more ex-
tensive successor to the ERA-40.
This dataset ranges from 1989 to
the present and is based upon the
technique of reanalyzing meteoro-
logical data. The ECMWF Interim
Re-Analysis is a dataset based on
historical observations strengthened
with a meteorological model (Sim-
mons et al., 2006). Hock et al.

(2007) proposes a good correlation
between the ECMWF ERA-40 Re-
Analysis and measured data of pre-
cipitation and temperature on Stor-
glaciären, Northern Sweden. Data
are available as interpolated 1.5◦

grids with a variety of meteorologi-
cal parameters. Temperature data 2
meters above ground and precipita-
tion data, covering the SPI and its vicinity, were retrieved and used in study (Figure
5). Precipitation and temperature data are presented in Figure 17 as monthly and
mass-balance year means.
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2.6 ELA and AAR Determination

By using the classified categories in accumulation and ablation area it was possible
to calculate the AAR using Equation 1. Clouds were assumed to spread evenly over
the icefield, thus affecting the ablation and accumulation area similarly. The pixels
classified as clouds were therefore not included.

ELA was estimated using the MODIS red/NIR-ratio in 250 m spatial resolution
and the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) DEM (Farr et al., 2007). The
flow line at the center of five glaciers on the SPI was manually estimated. On the
western side the glaciers Occidental and Pio XI was investigated and on the eastern
side O’Higgins, Viedma and Upsala (Figure 1). The altitude value of the DEM at
the intersection between the flow line and the EL for each year was used to determine
the ELA (Figure 6).

Figure 6: An example of the ELA determination on Pio XI, 2004. To the right: A red/NIR image in
the background with the estimated flowline (orange) intersected by the interpreted EL (white). To
the left: The estimated flownline (orange) and the point of intersection (red) on top of the SRTM
DEM. Coordinate system is UTM zone 18.
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3 Results

3.1 Classification Results

The eleven classified images yield both interannual variation and complex distribu-
tion of snow within one single image (Figures 7b, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12). However, at a
closer look similarities also emerge. The accumulation area has been divided into
three different categories: Snow I, Snow II and Slush. Snow I is more often at the
higher altitudes whereas Snow II is more often at lower altitudes, between Snow I

and Slush. Further, Snow I is often found on the eastern sides of mountain ridges,
on the lee side from the western winds.

The classification result from 2003 (Figure 9a) differs clearly from the other images
in showing an accumulation area that almost completely consists of Slush. Another
image that differs is the 2001 classification result (Figure 8a) with a high number of
pixels classified as Snow I. Most of the classified pictures are cloud free and the only
image showing higher numbers of pixels classified as Clouds is the 2009 classification
result (Figure 12a). Visual examination of the 2009 image yields a cloud coverage
that approximately covers the same portion of accumulation and ablation area.
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Figure 7: Wet Snow = Dark Blue, Dry Snow = Light Blue, Slush = Grey, Ice = Red, Debris in or
on Ice = Yellow, Clouds = White. Background map is the SRTM DEM (Farr et al., 2007): Black =
High Alt., White = Low Alt.. RGB (MODIS band 1,4,3). Coordinate system is UTM zone 18.
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(b) 2002, Julian Day 48

Figure 8: Wet Snow = Dark Blue, Dry Snow = Light Blue, Slush = Grey, Ice = Red, Debris in or
on Ice = Yellow, Clouds = White. Background map is the SRTM DEM (Farr et al., 2007): Black =
High Alt., White = Low Alt.. Coordinate system is UTM zone 18.
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Figure 9: Wet Snow = Dark Blue, Dry Snow = Light Blue, Slush = Grey, Ice = Red, Debris in or
on Ice = Yellow, Clouds = White. Background map is the SRTM DEM (Farr et al., 2007): Black =
High Alt., White = Low Alt.. Coordinate system is UTM zone 18.
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(b) 2006, Julian Day 41

Figure 10: Wet Snow = Dark Blue, Dry Snow = Light Blue, Slush = Grey, Ice = Red, Debris in or
on Ice = Yellow, Clouds = White. Background map is the SRTM DEM (Farr et al., 2007): Black =
High Alt., White = Low Alt.. Coordinate system is UTM zone 18.
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(b) 2008, Julian Day 73

Figure 11: Wet Snow = Dark Blue, Dry Snow = Light Blue, Slush = Grey, Ice = Red, Debris in or
on Ice = Yellow, Clouds = White. Background map is the SRTM DEM (Farr et al., 2007): Black =
High Alt., White = Low Alt.. Coordinate system is UTM zone 18.
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Figure 12: Wet Snow = Dark Blue, Dry Snow = Light Blue, Slush = Grey, Ice = Red, Debris in or
on Ice = Yellow, Clouds = White. Background map is the SRTM DEM (Farr et al., 2007): Black =
High Alt., White = Low Alt.. Coordinate system is UTM zone 18.
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Figure 13: Accumulation Area Ratio from 2000 until 2010. Dashed line is the Mean AAR. Blue
line is the trendline, R2=0.05, not including the 2003 value.

3.2 Accumulation Area Ratio

The large interannual variation of the classification results is also visible in the AAR
(Figure 13). The AAR varies with the maximum value at 0.78 in 2001 and minimum
value of 0.59 in 2008 and the deviant 2003 value of 0.49 (Appendix A.1). The median
AAR during the period 2000 two 2010 is 0.66. The ∆-AAR, the difference between
the highest and lowest values, excluding the extreme 2003 value, during the period
2000-2010, is 0.19 (Figure 13). During the period 2000-2003 the variations are large,
the following years are more congruent except the years 2009 and 2010, which yield
slightly higher AAR’s. Trendline fitting using regression analysis yields a nonlinear
relationship, with R2=0.05.

3.3 Equilibrium Line Altitude

Five glaciers have been measured in this study, two on the western side and three
on the eastern side (Appendix A.1). On the western side, measurement of the
Occidental and Pio XI glaciers yields similar results, with median ELA’s of 964
m.a.s.l and 976 m.a.s.l, respectively (Figures 14a and 14b). The median value of
the Occidental and Pio XI glaciers mean ELA’s is 970 m.a.s.l (Figure 14c). The
eastern side has notably higher ELAs on the three glaciers on which measurements
were conducted. As on the wester side, measurements on the eastern side result in
values that vary only slightly from each other. It is even possible to visually observe
a similar pattern between all measured glaciers. Viedma Glacier has the highest
median value, 1308 m.a.s.l, while Upsala and O’Higgins have lower values, 1270
m.a.s.l. and 1244 m.a.s.l., respectively (Figures 15a, 15b and 15c). The median value
of the Viedma, Upsala and O’Higgins glacier mean ELAs is 1270 m.a.s.l (Figure 15d).
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Figure 14: The ELA of the western glaciers 2000-2010, Dashed line = median value, Trend line
= blue, Thin lines = maximum and minimum values.

Examining Figures 14 and 15 it is possible to observe a trend from lower to higher
ELAs during the period 2000 to 2010. However, this trend must be interpreted
carefully because the measured years are few and R2-values do not yield an obvious
linear relationship, with values between 0.20 and 0.37. There is a large difference
between the western and eastern ELAs (Figure 16). Eastern ELAs lie approximately
340 meters above the western ELAs. The Pio XI and Viedma glaciers are situated on
the western and eastern part, respectively. They are separated by Cordón Mariano
Moreno, a ridge with a north-south elongation that reaches more than 3000 m.a.s.l.
(Figure 16).
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Figure 15: The ELA of the eastern glaciers 2000-2010, Dashed line = median value, Trend line =
blue, Thin lines = maximum and minimum values.
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4 Discussion

SPI is a complex system that depends on a large set of parameters yielding in-
terannual variations and similarities, making it a interesting object to study. The
complex nature is easily noticed within the classified images, snow-cover, AAR, ELA
and glacier-climate interactions.

The classified images reveal large variations in snow cover and EL position (Fig-
ures 14 and 15) during the 2000 to 2010 period (Figures 7b, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12).
In particular two images differ substantially from the others. First, in the image
of year 2003 (Figure 9) the accumulation area was almost completely classified as
slush. Statistics yield a low overall accuracy, (Table 3) this is probably not only
due to misclassification but rather due to extreme weather conditions the days and
weeks before image acquisition. This may have led to very wet snow at the end of
the ablation season and for this reason all snow is classified as slush. This will be
discussed further below. With this considered the 2003 AAR-value is excluded, and
is interpreted as an example of the large variation due to extreme climate rather
than a estimation of the AAR of year 2003. However, this classification problem do
not interfere with the results achieved by visually determining the ELA on Red/NIR
images. Consequently, ELA data from 2003 are regarded as correct.

Second, the image of year 2001 also differs, in this case due to large areas clas-
sified as one type of snow in the accumulation area. The small variations within the
accumulation area are probably connected to the distortion of the original image as
a consequence of the interpolation procedure when reprojected. The AAR value of
the 2001 image is 0.78 (Appendix A.1). The precipitation during the mass-balance
year of 2001 was one of the highest during the studied period (Figure 17) and will
be discussed more thoroughly below. Furthermore the temperature was relatively
low making it feasible with extensive snow accumulation during the mass-balance
year of 2001. The even border between snow and ice in 2001 might not show the
EL but instead the rain-snow boundary during the precipitation event before image
acquisition. However, the values are in close agreement with previously estimated
values (Aniya et al., 1996, De Angelis et al., 2007) and the accuracy between ab-
lation and accumulation areas are satisfactory (Table 3). Thus, the classified 2001
image is regarded as acceptable but should be interpreted with caution.

Comparing the snow cover distribution in the classified images reveals similar pat-
terns. The most obvious is the classification of the category Snow I on the east
facing slopes. Westerly winds dominate the region and probable reason for the snow
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distribution could be the accumulation of Snow I on the eastern lee sides. Snow I

has higher reflectance than Snow II in all wavelengths, especially in Band 2 (Figure
3), which is an indication of smaller grain size (Fily et al., 1997, Warren, 1982).
Transportation of snow by wind will grind the snow crystals, effectively reducing
their size. Thus it is probable to conclude that snow is eroded on western sides,
transported and deposited on eastern lee sides by the westerly winds that dominate
the SPI. The snow cover distribution on the SPI seems to be heavily controlled by
the topography on and in the vicinity of the icefield.

Another visible pattern is that the category Snow II often is classified on west
facing slopes and on lower elevations and in contact with the Slush category. The
pixels classified as Snow II probably have larger grain sizes due to higher tempera-
ture at lower elevations that would strengthen the metamorphose of snow crystals.
Further, in images 8a, 8b, 10b and 11a large parts of the accumulation area are clas-
sified as Snow I. This could be explained by freshly fallen snow deposited hours or
days before image acquisition on the icefield. Fresh snow has fewer metamorphosed
snow crystals and as a result smaller grain size.

A third pattern that repeats in all classified images is the presence of pixels classi-
fied as ice or debris-covered ice at high altitudes in close connection with nunataks,
especially on the west facing slopes in the vicinity of Cordón Mariano Moreno. This
could be explained in at least two ways. First, it could be due to erosive winds
removing snow from the western slopes that later deposit the snow on the eastern
lee sides. Second, it could be due to a sun crust-firn spiegel, developed by refrozen
meltwater at the snow surface. This would yield a reflectance similar to ice as de-
scribed by Colbeck et al. (1991).

Since the classified images yield large variations this also imply to the AAR. The
value of 2001 is comparable with the AAR calculated from Landsat images by Aniya
et al. (1996) and De Angelis et al. (2007) to 0.75 and 0.74, respectively. The acqui-
sition day of the image used by De Angelis et al. (2007) corresponds to that of the
2001 image used in this study, both recorded the 12th of Mars. Aniya et al. (1996)
used a Landsat image acquired the 14th of January, 1986.

At first glimpse it might seem that the eleven classified images, except year 2001,
present underestimated accumulation areas. However, large amounts of snow fell
days before acquisition of the 2001 image and the 1986 image was recorded in Jan-
uary, and both circumstances will generate overestimated accumulation areas. The
2001 overestimation of the AAR is confirmed by De Angelis (personal communica-
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tion). Further, as the 2001 MODIS image is acquired within the same day as the
Landsat image used by De Angelis et al. (2007) and provide similar results, it could
be argued that this is a confirmation of the methods used in this study.

The manually determined ELAs (Figure 14 and 15) display variations in close con-
nection to the AARs over the investigated period. Images acquired after snowfall
will have snow accumulated in the ablation area. When manually selecting points
for altitude determination these fields can be ignored after visual examination, and
thus the curve will have a smoother appearance. When high spatial resolution data
are used it is possible to interpret snow-ice border characteristics. This could give
information about the snowline’s recent advance or retreat. Unfortunately, this is
not possible using low spatial resolution MODIS images.

A factor that explains the weak trend in AAR and ELA data over time is the
possible missclassification of firn as slush. Firn is snow that has survived more than
one ablation season and as a consequence of this been re-crystalized into a denser
substance (Paterson, 1994). As the EL moves upward firn is left between the slush
zone and the ablation area. The firn would have optical properties similar to slush
and if present it could affect the classification results. If the snowline on SPI is
migrating upwards firn missclassified as slush will move the line classified as ELA
down-glacier. Therefore it could be argued that the trend is dampened by the aver-
aging effect of firn, if present and miss-classified. However, this would not influence
the ELA average over the period. A similar dilemma has been discussed by Engeset
(2000) and König et al. (2001) after investigating Kongsvegen glacier on Svalbard
and Austre Okstindbreen in Norway, respectively, using SAR (Synthetic Aperture
Radar) data.

The classified images of year 2001 and 2003 differs from those from the other years,
as discussed above. Year 2001 has a large accumulation area consisting mainly of
snow, while 2003 has a smaller accumulation area containing a large amount of
slush. Climate data for the first twelve weeks of year 2001 give information about
a cold period at the end of the ablation season, with a negative trend the last four
weeks before image acquisition. The lower temperature would increase the amount
of precipitation falling as snow, increasing the AAR. In contrast, the first 12 weeks
of 2003 show the opposite. The last four weeks before image acquisition present
high temperature values, with two peaks reaching above 10 ◦C. This would account
for a greater melting of the accumulation area, soaking of the snow and increasing
the metamorphism of the snow. Consequently leading to a large number of pixels
classified as slush.
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Figure 17: ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis data, Precipitation and Temperature. Red Line = Tem-
perature, Gray Bar = Precipitation. Precipitation values are in millimeters and Temperature values
are in ◦C two meters above ground. Diagram 1999-2010 presents mean weekly data, approx-
imately 12 last weeks of the ablation season, beginning first week after new year. The right
diagram presents monthly means from 1999 to 2009. Bottom diagram presents yearly means of
Mass Balance Years (April-Mars)
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Comparing the weekly, monthly and yearly means of climate data (Figure 17) with
the classified results (Figure 7b, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14 and 15) explains at least a part
of the variations. After a closer look at the ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis climate
data it is possible to conclude that the temperature in the vicinity of the SPI varies
seasonally (Figure 17). In contrast, the precipitation data are more homogeneous
throughout the year. However, precipitation also varies but unlike the temperature
data it do not follow seasonal cycles. Comparing climate data and the classified
images suggest that the SPI depends to some extent on the local climate.
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5 Conclusion

The SPI was analyzed using satellite images from MODIS during the period 2000
to 2010. Snow cover variations are shown to be large over the investigated period.
However, two snow cover patterns are repetitive. First, due to dominating western
wind snow is eroded on west facing slopes and deposited as a more fine grained snow
type on eastern lee side slopes. The erosion, in particular on western slopes, reveals
ice at high altitude in the vicinity of nunataks and mountain ridges. Second, fine
grained snow is frequently found on higher elevations, and down-glacier is a coarser
snow type followed by slush.

The classified images, except year 2001 and 2003, yield a homogeneity. These two
images are heavily influenced by local climate. However, taking the complete pe-
riod into consideration it is not possible to detect statistically significant trends in
AAR and ELA data. Although, a vague decrease in AAR and increase in ELA are
recognized.

Average values of ELA and AAR are calculated, indicating considerable higher ELAs
and lower AAR than previously suggested. Average AAR on the SPI during the pe-
riod 2000 to 2010 is measured to 0.66. Further, average ELA is estimated to be 970
m.a.s.l. on the western side and 1270 m.a.s.l. on the eastern side. On the western
part of the icefield Occidental and Pio XI glaciers have average ELAs of 964 m.a.s.l.
and 976 m.a.s.l., respectively. The eastern part shows average values for Viedma,
Upsala and O’Higgins glaciers at 1308 m.a.s.l., 1270 m.a.s.l. and 1244 m.a.s.l., re-
spectively.

Examining ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis data it is possible to distinguish seasonal
temperature fluctuations. In contrast, precipitation does not follow seasonal cycles.
Two extreme events, before the acquisition of the 2001 and 2003 images, can be
explained using local Re-Analysis data. Therefore it is reasonable to conclude that
SPI snow cover variations are dependent on local climate, with temperature being
the most important factor.

The AAR value derived from year 2001 is in close agreement with a previous study,
thus validating the method used. The values and results from this study are assumed
to be of great value in different glaciological and hydrological models investigating
the SPI further.
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A Appendix

A.1 ELA and AAR Data, Southern Patagonia Icefield, 2000 -
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A.2 Python Script One

1   ·   1_create_parameterfiles_for_swath2grid.py   ·   2010-03-30 19:33   ·   Gustaf Peterson

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
import os
import shutil
#cwd is the current working directory
cwd=os.getcwd()+'/MODIS'
#the current working directory is added to list, folders
folders=[f for f in os.listdir(cwd) if os.path.isdir(os.path.join(cwd, f))]
#while-loop starts going through the filestructure, starting with first item in 
"folders".
print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
print('|  This script will run a set of commands on MODIS Geotiffs  |')
print('|  - it creates projection files yo use with swath2grid      |')
print('|                                      Gustaf Peterson, 2009 |')
print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
c=0
n=len(folders)-1
print('Going through', n+1, 'Modis swath´s')
while c <= n:
    print("Modis swath:[", c, "] =", folders[c])
    twd=folders[c]  
    #going into folder 'c'
    os.chdir(cwd+'/'+twd)
    #if necessary on mac os x, deletes the .DS_Store-file
    tf=os.listdir(os.getcwd())
    if '.DS_Store' in tf:
        os.remove('.DS_Store')
    tfr=os.listdir(os.getcwd())
    #setting variables to use in parameter files
    QKM=tfr[1]
    HKM=tfr[0]
    GEO=tfr[2]
    print("Writing parameter files to be used with swath2grid")
    #Writing parameter files
    out_file = open("QKM.prm", "w")
    out_file.write('INPUT_FILENAME = '+QKM+'\nOUTPUT_FILENAME = hps\nOUTPUT_FILE_FORMAT = 
GEOTIFF_FMT\nGEOLOCATION_FILENAME = '+GEO+'\nINPUT_SDS_NAME = EV_250_RefSB\nKERNEL_TYPE = 
NN\nOUTPUT_PROJECTION_NUMBER = UTM\nOUTPUT_PROJECTION_PARAMETER = 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0\nOUTPUT_SPACE_UPPER_LEFT_CORNER = 551000 
4665000\nOUTPUT_SPACE_LOWER_RIGHT_CORNER = 670000 4270000\nOUTPUT_SPATIAL_SUBSET_TYPE = 
PROJ_COORDS\nOUTPUT_PROJECTION_SPHERE = 8\nOUTPUT_PROJECTION_ZONE = -18')
    out_file.close()
    out_file = open("HKM.prm", "w")
    out_file.write('INPUT_FILENAME = '+HKM+'\nOUTPUT_FILENAME = hps\nOUTPUT_FILE_FORMAT = 
GEOTIFF_FMT\nGEOLOCATION_FILENAME = '+GEO+'\nINPUT_SDS_NAME = EV_500_RefSB\nKERNEL_TYPE = 
NN\nOUTPUT_PROJECTION_NUMBER = UTM\nOUTPUT_PROJECTION_PARAMETER = 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0\nOUTPUT_SPACE_UPPER_LEFT_CORNER = 551000 
4665000\nOUTPUT_SPACE_LOWER_RIGHT_CORNER = 670000 4270000\nOUTPUT_SPATIAL_SUBSET_TYPE = 
PROJ_COORDS\nOUTPUT_PROJECTION_SPHERE = 8\nOUTPUT_PROJECTION_ZONE = -18')
    out_file.close()
    out_file = open("HKM_Aggr.prm", "w")
    out_file.write('INPUT_FILENAME = '+HKM+'\nOUTPUT_FILENAME = hps\nOUTPUT_FILE_FORMAT = 
GEOTIFF_FMT\nGEOLOCATION_FILENAME = '+GEO+'\nINPUT_SDS_NAME = EV_250_Aggr500_RefSB
\nKERNEL_TYPE = NN\nOUTPUT_PROJECTION_NUMBER = UTM\nOUTPUT_PROJECTION_PARAMETER = 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0\nOUTPUT_SPACE_UPPER_LEFT_CORNER = 
551000 4665000\nOUTPUT_SPACE_LOWER_RIGHT_CORNER = 670000 
4270000\nOUTPUT_SPATIAL_SUBSET_TYPE = PROJ_COORDS\nOUTPUT_PROJECTION_SPHERE = 
8\nOUTPUT_PROJECTION_ZONE = -18')
    out_file.close()
    c = c + 1
print("All done")
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A.3 Python Script Two

1   ·   2_run_swath2_grid.py   ·   2010-03-30 19:34   ·   Gustaf Peterson

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
import os
import shutil
import sys
sys.path.append("/usr/lib/mrtswath/bin")
#cwd is the current working directory
root=os.getcwd()
cwd=os.getcwd()+'/MODIS'
#the current working directory is added to list, folders
folders=[f for f in os.listdir(cwd) if os.path.isdir(os.path.join(cwd, f))]
#while-loop starts going through the filestructure, starting with first item in 
"folders".
print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
print('|  This script will run a set of commands on MODIS Geotiffs  |')
print('|  - it runs the swath2grid-command on the HDF-files         |')
print('|                                      Gustaf Peterson, 2009 |')
print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
c=0
n=len(folders)-1
print('Going through', n+1, 'Modis swaths')
while c <= n:
    print("Modis swath:[", c, "] =", folders[c])
    twd=folders[c]  
    #going into folder 'c'
    os.chdir(cwd+'/'+twd)
    pd=cwd+'/'+twd
    

    #print pd

    #Running the swath2grid-command for each parameterfile
    os.system('swath2grid -pf=HKM_Aggr.prm')
    os.system('swath2grid -pf=HKM.prm')
    os.system('swath2grid -pf=QKM.prm')
   
    c = c + 1
print("All done")
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A.4 Python Script Three

1   ·   3_get_scale_offset.py   ·   2010-03-30 19:34   ·   Gustaf Peterson

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
###############################################################
import os
import shutil
import subprocess

###############################################################
#cwd is the current working directory, root is the diectory of the script
root=os.getcwd()
cwd=os.getcwd()+'/MODIS'
#the current working directory is added to a list, folders
folders=[f for f in os.listdir(cwd) if os.path.isdir(os.path.join(cwd, f))]
#while-loop starts going through the filestructure, starting with first item in 
"folders".
###############################################################
print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
print('|  This script will run a set of commands on MODIS Geotiffs  |')
print('|  - it retrives calibration metadata from the HDF-files     |')
print('|                                      Gustaf Peterson, 2009 |')
print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
cc=0
n=len(folders)-1
print('Going through', n+1, 'Modis swaths to retrive scale and offset...')
while cc <= n:
    print("Modis swath:[", cc, "] =", folders[cc])
    twd=folders[cc]  
    #going into folder 'cc'
    os.chdir(cwd+'/'+twd)
    #Reading the files and adding them to a list "sol"
    sol=os.listdir(os.getcwd())
    #sort list of files
    sol.sort()
    #print(sol)
    #Sets the actual filenames as HKM resp. QKM
    HKM=sol[2]
    #print('hkm',HKM)
    QKM=sol[3]
    #print('qkm',QKM)
    ###############################################################
    #running read_sds_attribute and finaly returning output to HKM and QKM
    HKM_run=subprocess.Popen("read_sds_attributes "+HKM+" -sds=EV_500_RefSB", shell=True, 
stdout=subprocess.PIPE)
    QKM_run=subprocess.Popen("read_sds_attributes "+QKM+" -sds=EV_250_RefSB", shell=True, 
stdout=subprocess.PIPE)#, shell=True, stdout=subprocess.PIPE
    HKM_aggr_run=subprocess.Popen("read_sds_attributes "+HKM+" -
sds=EV_250_Aggr500_RefSB", shell=True, stdout=subprocess.PIPE)
    HKM_output=HKM_run.stdout.read()
    QKM_output=QKM_run.stdout.read()
    HKM_aggr_output=HKM_aggr_run.stdout.read()
    ###############################################################
    #finding where in HKM and QKM scales and reflectance info starts, setting variables 
with those values and printing the info to screen
    HKM=str(HKM_output)
    A=HKM.find('radiance_scales')
    B=HKM.find('radiance_offsets')
    C=HKM.find('radiance_units')
    D=HKM.find('reflectance_scales')
    E=HKM.find('reflectance_offsets')
    F=HKM.find('reflectance_units')
    G=HKM.find('corrected_counts_scales')
    H=HKM.find('corrected_counts_offsets')
    I=HKM.find('corrected_counts_units')
    print('HKM SDS-Values:')
    print('Radiance Scales----------: ', HKM[A+30:B-1])
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2   ·   3_get_scale_offset.py   ·   2010-03-30 19:34   ·   Gustaf Peterson

    print('Radiance Offset----------: ', HKM[B+30:C-1])
    print('Reflectance Scales-------: ', HKM[D+30:E-1])
    print('Reflectance Offset-------: ', HKM[E+30:F-1])
    print('Corrected Counts Scales--: ', HKM[G+33:H-1])
    print('Corrected Counts Offsets-: ', HKM[H+34:I-1])
    ###############################################################
    QKM=str(QKM_output)
    a=QKM.find('radiance_scales')
    b=QKM.find('radiance_offsets')
    c=QKM.find('radiance_units')
    d=QKM.find('reflectance_scales')
    e=QKM.find('reflectance_offsets')
    f=QKM.find('reflectance_units')
    g=QKM.find('corrected_counts_scales')
    h=QKM.find('corrected_counts_offsets')
    i=QKM.find('corrected_counts_units')
    print('QKM SDS-Values:')
    print('Radiance Scales----------: ', QKM[a+30:b-1])
    print('Radiance Offset----------: ', QKM[b+30:c-1])
    print('Reflectance Scales-------: ', QKM[d+30:e-1])
    print('Reflectance Offset-------: ', QKM[e+30:f-1])
    print('Corrected Counts Scales--: ', QKM[g+33:h-1])
    print('Corrected Counts Offsets-: ', QKM[h+34:i-1])
    ###############################################################
    HKM_aggr=str(HKM_aggr_output)
    Aa=HKM_aggr.find('radiance_scales')
    Ba=HKM_aggr.find('radiance_offsets')
    Ca=HKM_aggr.find('radiance_units')
    Da=HKM_aggr.find('reflectance_scales')
    Ea=HKM_aggr.find('reflectance_offsets')
    Fa=HKM_aggr.find('reflectance_units')
    Ga=HKM_aggr.find('corrected_counts_scales')
    Ha=HKM_aggr.find('corrected_counts_offsets')
    Ia=HKM_aggr.find('corrected_counts_units')
    print('HKM Aggr500 SDS-Values:')
    print('Radiance Scales----------: ', HKM_aggr[Aa+30:Ba-1])
    print('Radiance Offset----------: ', HKM_aggr[Ba+30:Ca-1])
    print('Reflectance Scales-------: ', HKM_aggr[Da+30:Ea-1])
    print('Reflectance Offset-------: ', HKM_aggr[Ea+30:Fa-1])
    print('Corrected Counts Scales--: ', HKM_aggr[Ga+33:Ha-1])
    print('Corrected Counts Offsets-: ', HKM_aggr[Ha+34:Ia-1])

    ###############################################################
    #opening a file saving the scale and offset in it
    out_file = open("HKM_scale_offset.txt", "w")
    out_file.write(', RaS, '+HKM[A+30:B-1])
    out_file.write(', RaO, '+HKM[B+30:C-1])
    out_file.write(', ReS, '+HKM[D+30:E-1])
    out_file.write(', ReO, '+HKM[E+30:F-1])
    out_file.write(', CCS, '+HKM[G+33:H-1])
    out_file.write(', CCO, '+HKM[H+34:I-1])
    out_file.close()
    
    out_file = open("QKM_scale_offset.txt", "w")
    out_file.write(', RaS, '+QKM[a+30:b-1])
    out_file.write(', RaO, '+QKM[b+30:c-1])
    out_file.write(', ReS, '+QKM[d+30:e-1])
    out_file.write(', ReO, '+QKM[e+30:f-1])
    out_file.write(', CCS, '+QKM[g+33:h-1])
    out_file.write(', CCO, '+QKM[h+34:i-1])
    out_file.close()
    
    out_file = open("HKM_Aggr_scale_offset.txt", "w")
    out_file.write(', RaS, '+HKM_aggr[Aa+30:Ba-1])
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3   ·   3_get_scale_offset.py   ·   2010-03-30 19:34   ·   Gustaf Peterson

    out_file.write(', RaO, '+HKM_aggr[Ba+30:Ca-1])
    out_file.write(', ReS, '+HKM_aggr[Da+30:Ea-1])
    out_file.write(', ReO, '+HKM_aggr[Ea+30:Fa-1])
    out_file.write(', CCS, '+HKM_aggr[Ga+33:Ha-1])
    out_file.write(', CCO, '+HKM_aggr[Ha+34:Ia-1])
    out_file.close()
    ###############################################################
    
    #adding 1 to c, to keep the while loop going
    cc = cc + 1
print("All done")
###############################################################
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A.5 Python Script Four

1   ·   4_create_bandratios.py   ·   2010-03-30 19:35   ·   Gustaf Peterson

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
import os
import subprocess
import shutil
from glob import glob
#cwd is the current working directory
root=os.getcwd()
cwd=os.getcwd()+'/MODIS'
#the current working directory is added to list, folders
folders=[f for f in os.listdir(cwd) if os.path.isdir(os.path.join(cwd, f))]
#while-loop starts going through the filestructure, starting with first item in 
"folders".
print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
print('|  This script will run a set of commands on MODIS Geotiffs  |')
print('|  - it calibrates and create ratios on all bands            |')
print('|                                      Gustaf Peterson, 2009 |')
print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
c=0
n=len(folders)-1
print('Going through', n+1, 'Modis swaths')
while c <= n:
    print('Modis swath:[', c, '] =', folders[c])
    twd=folders[c]  
    #going into folder 'c'
    os.chdir(cwd+'/'+twd)
    pd=cwd+'/'+twd
    ##############
    #files=os.listdir(os.getcwd())
    #files.sort()
    #print files
    #Setting filenames as variables
    bQ1='hps_EV_250_RefSB_b0.tif'#files[11] #Red 250m
    bQ2='hps_EV_250_RefSB_b1.tif'#files[12] #Near IR 250m
    bH1='hps_EV_250_Aggr500_RefSB_b0.tif'#files[9]  #Red
    bH2='hps_EV_250_Aggr500_RefSB_b1.tif'#files[10] #Near IR
    bH3='hps_EV_500_RefSB_b0.tif'#files[13] #Blue
    bH4='hps_EV_500_RefSB_b1.tif'#files[14] #Green
    bH5='hps_EV_500_RefSB_b2.tif'#files[15] #SWIR
    bH6='hps_EV_500_RefSB_b3.tif'#files[16] #SWIR
    bH7='hps_EV_500_RefSB_b4.tif'#files[17] #SWIR
    #####################################################################
    os.popen('listgeo hps_EV_500_RefSB_b0.tif > 500.geo')
    os.popen('listgeo hps_EV_250_RefSB_b0.tif > 250.geo')
    #####################################################################
    print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
    print('Converting GeoTif-files to netCDF grid-files')
    #Converting to .grd to be able to use grdmath-command on the files
    os.system('gdal_translate -ot Float32 -of netCDF '+bQ1+' bQ1.grd')
    os.system('gdal_translate -ot Float32 -of netCDF '+bQ2+' bQ2.grd')
    os.system('gdal_translate -ot Float32 -of netCDF '+bH1+' bH1.grd')
    os.system('gdal_translate -ot Float32 -of netCDF '+bH2+' bH2.grd')
    os.system('gdal_translate -ot Float32 -of netCDF '+bH3+' bH3.grd')
    os.system('gdal_translate -ot Float32 -of netCDF '+bH4+' bH4.grd')
    os.system('gdal_translate -ot Float32 -of netCDF '+bH5+' bH5.grd')
    os.system('gdal_translate -ot Float32 -of netCDF '+bH6+' bH6.grd')
    os.system('gdal_translate -ot Float32 -of netCDF '+bH7+' bH7.grd') 
    ####################################################################
    print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
    print('Calibrating the grid-files with scale and offset retrieved')
    print('from the HDF-files')
    #Calibrating the files using grdmath: (DN-offset)*scales
    #Reading from the files containing scales and offset
    ######
    HKM_scale = open("HKM_scale_offset.txt", "r")
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    H_so = HKM_scale.read()
    HKM_scale.close()
    #read from H_so. Putting Scale and offset from band 3 to 7 in specific variables
    #Radiance Scale
    bH3_RaS=H_so[7:15]
    bH4_RaS=H_so[17:25]
    bH5_RaS=H_so[27:35]
    bH6_RaS=H_so[37:45]
    bH7_RaS=H_so[47:55]
    #Radiance Offset
    bH3_RaO=H_so[62:71]
    bH4_RaO=H_so[73:82]
    bH5_RaO=H_so[84:93]
    bH6_RaO=H_so[95:104]
    bH7_RaO=H_so[106:115]
    #Reflectance Scale
    bH3_ReS=H_so[122:130]
    bH4_ReS=H_so[132:140]
    bH5_ReS=H_so[142:150]
    bH6_ReS=H_so[152:160]
    bH7_ReS=H_so[162:170]
    #Reflectance Offset
    bH3_ReO=H_so[177:186]
    bH4_ReO=H_so[188:197]
    bH5_ReO=H_so[199:208]
    bH6_ReO=H_so[210:219]
    bH7_ReO=H_so[221:230]
    #Corrected Counts Scales
    bH3_CCS=H_so[237:245]
    bH4_CCS=H_so[247:255]
    bH5_CCS=H_so[257:265]
    bH6_CCS=H_so[267:275]
    bH7_CCS=H_so[277:285]
    #Corrected Counts Offsets
    bH3_CCO=H_so[292:301]
    bH4_CCO=H_so[303:312]
    bH5_CCO=H_so[314:323]
    bH6_CCO=H_so[325:334]
    bH7_CCO=H_so[336:345]
    ######
    QKM_scale = open("QKM_scale_offset.txt", "r")
    Q_so = QKM_scale.read()
    QKM_scale.close()
    #read from Q_so. Putting Scale and offset for band 1 and 2 in specific variables
    #Radiance Scale
    bQ1_RaS=Q_so[7:15]
    bQ2_RaS=Q_so[17:25]
    #Radiance Offset
    bQ1_RaO=Q_so[32:41]
    bQ2_RaO=Q_so[43:52]
    #Reflectance Scale
    bQ1_ReS=Q_so[59:67]
    bQ2_ReS=Q_so[69:77]
    #Reflectance Offset
    bQ1_ReO=Q_so[84:93]
    bQ2_ReO=Q_so[95:104]
    #Corrected Counts Scales
    bQ1_CCS=Q_so[111:119]
    bQ2_CCS=Q_so[121:129]
    #Corrected Counts Offsets
    bQ1_CCO=Q_so[136:145]
    bQ2_CCO=Q_so[147:156]
    ######
    HKM_Aggr_scale = open("HKM_Aggr_scale_offset.txt", "r")
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    H_A_so = HKM_Aggr_scale.read()
    HKM_Aggr_scale.close()
    #read from H_A_so. Putting Scale and offset for band 1 and 2 in specific variables
    bH1_RaS=H_A_so[7:15]
    bH2_RaS=H_A_so[17:25]
    #Radiance Offset
    bH1_RaO=H_A_so[32:41]
    bH2_RaO=H_A_so[43:52]
    #Reflectance Scale
    bH1_ReS=H_A_so[59:67]
    bH2_ReS=H_A_so[69:77]
    #Reflectance Offset
    bH1_ReO=H_A_so[84:93]
    bH2_ReO=H_A_so[95:104]
    #Corrected Counts Scales
    bH1_CCS=H_A_so[111:119]
    bH2_CCS=H_A_so[121:129]
    #Corrected Counts Offsets
    bH1_CCO=H_A_so[136:145]
    bH2_CCO=H_A_so[147:156]
    ######
    print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
    print('Calibrating radiances')
    #Using grdmath to calibrate radiance on all grd-files
    os.system('grdmath bQ1.grd '+bQ1_RaO+' SUB '+bQ1_RaS+' MUL = bQ1_rad.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bQ2.grd '+bQ2_RaO+' SUB '+bQ2_RaS+' MUL = bQ2_rad.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bH1.grd '+bH1_RaO+' SUB '+bH1_RaS+' MUL = bH1_rad.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bH2.grd '+bH2_RaO+' SUB '+bH2_RaS+' MUL = bH2_rad.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bH3.grd '+bH3_RaO+' SUB '+bH3_RaS+' MUL = bH3_rad.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bH4.grd '+bH4_RaO+' SUB '+bH4_RaS+' MUL = bH4_rad.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bH5.grd '+bH5_RaO+' SUB '+bH5_RaS+' MUL = bH5_rad.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bH6.grd '+bH6_RaO+' SUB '+bH6_RaS+' MUL = bH6_rad.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bH7.grd '+bH7_RaO+' SUB '+bH7_RaS+' MUL = bH7_rad.grd')
    #######
    print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
    print('Calibrating reflectance')
    #Using grdmath to calibrate reflectance on all grd-files
    os.system('grdmath bQ1.grd '+bQ1_CCS+' SUB '+bQ1_CCO+' ADD '+bQ1_ReO+' SUB '+bQ1_ReS
+' MUL = bQ1_ref.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bQ2.grd '+bQ2_CCS+' SUB '+bQ2_CCO+' ADD '+bQ2_ReO+' SUB '+bQ2_ReS
+' MUL = bQ2_ref.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bH1.grd '+bH1_CCS+' SUB '+bH1_CCO+' ADD '+bH1_ReO+' SUB '+bH1_ReS
+' MUL = bH1_ref.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bH2.grd '+bH2_CCS+' SUB '+bH2_CCO+' ADD '+bH2_ReO+' SUB '+bH2_ReS
+' MUL = bH2_ref.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bH3.grd '+bH3_CCS+' SUB '+bH3_CCO+' ADD '+bH3_ReO+' SUB '+bH3_ReS
+' MUL = bH3_ref.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bH4.grd '+bH4_CCS+' SUB '+bH4_CCO+' ADD '+bH4_ReO+' SUB '+bH4_ReS
+' MUL = bH4_ref.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bH5.grd '+bH5_CCS+' SUB '+bH5_CCO+' ADD '+bH5_ReO+' SUB '+bH5_ReS
+' MUL = bH5_ref.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bH6.grd '+bH6_CCS+' SUB '+bH6_CCO+' ADD '+bH6_ReO+' SUB '+bH6_ReS
+' MUL = bH6_ref.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bH7.grd '+bH7_CCS+' SUB '+bH7_CCO+' ADD '+bH7_ReO+' SUB '+bH7_ReS
+' MUL = bH7_ref.grd')
    #######
    print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
    print('Calculating band ratios')
    #Using grdmath to calculate ratios
    os.system('grdmath bH4_rad.grd bH6_rad.grd DIV = 4div6_rad.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bH2_rad.grd bH6_rad.grd DIV = 2div6_rad.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bH2_rad.grd bH7_rad.grd DIV = 2div7_rad.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bH4_ref.grd bH6_ref.grd DIV = 4div6_ref.grd')
    os.system('grdmath bH2_ref.grd bH6_ref.grd DIV = 2div6_ref.grd')
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    os.system('grdmath bH2_ref.grd bH7_ref.grd DIV = 2div7_ref.grd')
    #######
    print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
    print('Converting grid-files to Tif-files')
    #Converting to .grd to be able to use grdmath-command on the files
    os.system('gdal_translate bQ1_rad.grd bQ1_rad.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate bQ2_rad.grd bQ2_rad.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate bH1_rad.grd bH1_rad.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate bH2_rad.grd bH2_rad.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate bH3_rad.grd bH3_rad.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate bH4_rad.grd bH4_rad.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate bH5_rad.grd bH5_rad.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate bH6_rad.grd bH6_rad.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate bH7_rad.grd bH7_rad.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate 4div6_rad.grd 4div6_rad.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate 2div6_rad.grd 2div6_rad.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate 2div7_rad.grd 2div7_rad.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate bQ1_ref.grd bQ1_ref.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate bQ2_ref.grd bQ2_ref.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate bH1_ref.grd bH1_ref.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate bH2_ref.grd bH2_ref.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate bH3_ref.grd bH3_ref.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate bH4_ref.grd bH4_ref.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate bH5_ref.grd bH5_ref.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate bH6_ref.grd bH6_ref.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate bH7_ref.grd bH7_ref.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate 4div6_ref.grd 4div6_ref.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate 2div6_ref.grd 2div6_ref.tif')
    os.system('gdal_translate 2div7_ref.grd 2div7_ref.tif')
    ########
    print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
    print('Adding georefference-data to Tif-files, creating GeoTif-files')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 250.geo bQ1_ref.tif bQ1_ref_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 250.geo bQ2_ref.tif bQ2_ref_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo bH1_ref.tif bH1_ref_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo bH2_ref.tif bH2_ref_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo bH3_ref.tif bH3_ref_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo bH4_ref.tif bH4_ref_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo bH5_ref.tif bH5_ref_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo bH6_ref.tif bH6_ref_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo bH7_ref.tif bH7_ref_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo 4div6_ref.tif 4div6_ref_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo 2div6_ref.tif 2div6_ref_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo 2div7_ref.tif 2div7_ref_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 250.geo bQ1_rad.tif bQ1_rad_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 250.geo bQ2_rad.tif bQ2_rad_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo bH1_rad.tif bH1_rad_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo bH2_rad.tif bH2_rad_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo bH3_rad.tif bH3_rad_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo bH4_rad.tif bH4_rad_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo bH5_rad.tif bH5_rad_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo bH6_rad.tif bH6_rad_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo bH7_rad.tif bH7_rad_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo 4div6_rad.tif 4div6_rad_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo 2div6_rad.tif 2div6_rad_final.tif')
    os.system('geotifcp -g 500.geo 2div7_rad.tif 2div7_rad_final.tif')
    ##################################################################
    print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
    print('Moving final product to folder, "calib" for images calbrated with radiances')
    print('and "ratios" for calculated ratios')
    os.makedirs(pd+'/calib')
    os.makedirs(pd+'/ratios')
    shutil.move(pd+'/bQ1_rad_final.tif', pd+'/calib/bQ1_rad.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/bQ2_rad_final.tif', pd+'/calib/bQ2_rad.tif')
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    shutil.move(pd+'/bH1_rad_final.tif', pd+'/calib/bH1_rad.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/bH2_rad_final.tif', pd+'/calib/bH2_rad.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/bH3_rad_final.tif', pd+'/calib/bH3_rad.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/bH4_rad_final.tif', pd+'/calib/bH4_rad.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/bH5_rad_final.tif', pd+'/calib/bH5_rad.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/bH6_rad_final.tif', pd+'/calib/bH6_rad.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/bH7_rad_final.tif', pd+'/calib/bH7_rad.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/4div6_rad_final.tif', pd+'/ratios/4div6_rad.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/2div6_rad_final.tif', pd+'/ratios/2div6_rad.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/2div7_rad_final.tif', pd+'/ratios/2div7_rad.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/bQ1_ref_final.tif', pd+'/calib/bQ1_ref.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/bQ2_ref_final.tif', pd+'/calib/bQ2_ref.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/bH1_ref_final.tif', pd+'/calib/bH1_ref.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/bH2_ref_final.tif', pd+'/calib/bH2_ref.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/bH3_ref_final.tif', pd+'/calib/bH3_ref.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/bH4_ref_final.tif', pd+'/calib/bH4_ref.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/bH5_ref_final.tif', pd+'/calib/bH5_ref.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/bH6_ref_final.tif', pd+'/calib/bH6_ref.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/bH7_ref_final.tif', pd+'/calib/bH7_ref.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/4div6_ref_final.tif', pd+'/ratios/4div6_ref.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/2div6_ref_final.tif', pd+'/ratios/2div6_ref.tif')
    shutil.move(pd+'/2div7_ref_final.tif', pd+'/ratios/2div7_ref.tif')
    print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
    print('Cleaning folder')
    for f in glob(pd+'/*.geo'):
        os.unlink(f)
    for f in glob(pd+'/*.grd'):
        os.unlink(f)
    for f in glob(pd+'/*.xml'):
        os.unlink(f)    
    for f in glob(pd+'/*_rad.tif'):
        os.unlink(f)
    for f in glob(pd+'/*_ref.tif'):
        os.unlink(f)
    #for f in glob(pd+'/*.txt'):
    #    os.unlink(f)
    #for f in glob(pd+'/*.prm'):
    #    os.unlink(f)
    for f in glob(pd+'/*.log'):
        os.unlink(f)
    os.remove(pd+'/.gmtcommands4')
    print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
    print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
    c = c + 1
print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
print("All done")
print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
print('--------------------------------------------------------------')
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